I-25 Central Construction Resurfacing Project Completed
July 20, 2020 – Plenary Roads Denver and its construction partners took advantage of limited
traffic to complete project
DENVER — Plenary Roads Denver (PRD), in collaboration with the Colorado Department of
Transportation (CDOT) and the High Performance Transportation Enterprise (HPTE), completed
a road maintenance project along the I-25 Central Express Lanes.
Over the last week, PRD and its construction partners took advantage of the limited traffic in
the Express Lanes along the off-ramps from US 36 to I-25 to replace the asphalt surface, smooth
out the bumps, seal cracks and restripe the lanes.
CDOT and HPTE worked closely with the PRD team to optimize access to this section of the
roadway during this period of decreased traffic. PRD and its partners understand that
construction along the corridor can create frustration for commuters, and project managers
were able to minimize the impact with a much quicker delivery time.
The I-25 Central Express Lanes, which opened in June 2006, are two reversible lanes between
US 36 and downtown Denver, and are barrier-separated from the general-purpose lanes.
Depending upon time of day, the I-25 Central Express Lanes in downtown Denver can connect
to both the North I-25, US 36 to 120th Avenue Express Lanes and the US 36 Express Lanes.
Travelers are never forced to pay a toll and can always choose to travel in the adjacent, free
general-purpose lanes.
About Plenary Roads Denver:
Plenary Roads Denver (PRD) is a Denver-based consortium of industry-leading firms established
to efficiently deliver improvements to the US 36 corridor. By creating a team of experts from
each part of the infrastructure industry, PRD is able to ensure an integrated roadway, bus rapid
transit system and bikeway that serve the needs of all residents. PRD is led by Plenary Group, a
long-term investor, developer and operator of public infrastructure projects in the United
States and Canada. Plenary's U.S. headquarters is in Los Angeles. It has additional offices in
Denver and Tampa, Fla. For more information, visit PlenaryRoadsDenver.com.

